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WESCARPADE



9 - 17 August 2024


Carnamah to Swan Valley 
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THE MOST FUN YOU CAN HAVE ON FOUR WHEELS!
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Ready! 
wesCarpade is on again! Have the time of your life over nine adventure-filled days behind the wheel and eight nights of food, fun and friendship – all while bringing positivity, fun and laughter back to the lives of children facing cancer 

Get set! 
wesCarpade 2024 is going to be huge, with at least 25 cars hitting roads less travelled through stunning WA scenery in one of the most challenging (and rarely accessed) courses yet, from ‘grain to grape’, Carnamah to the Swan Valley 

Go! 
Grab yourself a car that handle a bit of rough stuff, a co-driver (or three), and register early to make sure you’re in pole position. Quit stallin’ – spots are hotly contested! 
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The starting flag for wesCarpade 2024 will be waved in the quaint midwest town of Carnamah, a charming locale renowned for its rich history and warm hospitality.  

Our colourful convoy of wacky, themed vehicles will go ‘from grain to grape’, leaving behind the wheat fields and wildflowers to embark on an exhilarating journey through diverse terrain to the Swan Valley. 

Head home with some of the region’s excellent wines and artisanal treats, stories to tell and, most of all, the pride that comes with doing your bit to make the world a brighter place for kids facing cancer.
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How it works
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You can join in any type of car or 4WD as long as it is roadworthy, registered, and meets our car requirements prior to the event! 
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Each car must have at least one driver and one co-driver with a maximum of four people per car. Think of a creative name or theme for your car!
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The driver signs up first and invites the co-driver/s to join. You can choose to pay your registration fee of $635 per person upfront or pay a $200 deposit to secure your spot. 
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Each car must raise a minimum of $5,000 by 8 August 2024 to qualify for entry. Share your page to collect donations online or host fun events to meet your target.






















































Make a difference for kids like Riley...
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HELP US REACH OUR GOAL















$31,243








$31,243 
raised 




raised of goal $325,000 




$325,000 Goal
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Need more info before you commit?














Whether you want to find out what it's like being part of the wesCarpade community, understand what the car requirements are, or find out about how to fundraise, our Useful Information page has a stack of... well, useful information.



















































Get in touch















Contact the wesCarpade team at Camp Quality



































 08 9388 8533
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Connect with us










Contact Us  •  Privacy Policy  •  Terms of Use




Donate now to give kids impacted by cancer every opportunity to thrive. Camp Quality is an endorsed Deductible Gift Recipient under subdivision 30-BA of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997. All donations in excess of $2.00 are tax deductible. A charity registered with the ACNC. ABN: 87 052 097 720

© Camp Quality 2024
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